Synthesis of chitosan networks: Swelling, drug release, and magnetically assisted BSA separation using Fe3O4 nanoparticles.
Chitosan (CS) nanohydrogel networks were prepared by reaction with glyceroldiglycidylether (GDE) and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), as crosslinking agents in an emulsion system. The nanogel content increased with increasing the amount of crosslinkers and reached to a maximum of 90% with GDE. The nanogels structure was characterized by FT-IR, AFM, DSC, and TGA. The average size for CS-GDE and CS-PDMS particles were 59nm and 180nm, respectively. The swelling behavior of nanohydrogels was observed to be dependent on pH, temperature, degree of crosslinking, and on the chemical structure of crosslinker. The equilibrium water content of CS-GDE nanohydrogels reached to a maximum of 600% at neutral pH, and decreased at high and low pH and low temperature. These nanohydrogels were tested for sodium diclofenac (SDF) loading and releasing efficiency. The covalent conjugation of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and magnetic Fe(3)O(4) nanoparticles on the hydrogels were found to hold a potential application in magnetically assisted bioseparation.